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My biases

• seabirds

• ship surveys

• spatial-temporal models of distribution and 
abundance
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• predict density (past or future), rather 
than what we saw in instance X at 300m x 
3km location Y. 
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Why?

• Both positional data, providing 
distributional information

• Locations for presence-only habitat model

• Both can provide densities. Right?



Two sources of 
locations
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Why not?

• P/A: easy; but density?

• Different mechanisms => different analysis

• Non-breeders missing

• Is sampling representative?
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Two sources of 
locations

BLKI GPS track BLKI survey locations

kernel-density abundance model 
and/or kriging

=> density surface

additional steps

=> conditional density
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What’s needed?

• tracks

• estimate of total population (% tracked)

• representative sampling

• [Whitehead & Jonsen’s 2013: bayesian model]

densities from tracking data



Let’s play

• GPS tracks of Black-legged Kittiwakes from 
the Pribilof Islands (St. Paul and St. 
George), courtesy of Rosana Paredes

• 30 years of at-sea surveys in the SE Bering 
Sea (NPPSD)



73 ind. BLKI, St. Paul
200,342 GPS locations









scale each island by the total number of breeders
add all islands





proportion of St. Paul birds





kriged BLKI, 
June-July



GPS survey



direct measure of density
4 decades of historic data

all species

coverage (winter, offshore)
ship attraction, detection

full spatial coverage
(temporal coverage)

representative sample?
population size known?

survey

track

strength weakness



> 100,000 records
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Whitehead & Jonsen 2013
Sperm Whale

analyzed the same data using depth-delineated cells. The depth
ranges chosen were 0–750 m, 750–1,250 m, 1,250–1,750 m, and
3,250–3,750 m.

Results

In the simulations, the Markov density estimates were always
closer to the ideal densities(homogeneous across the study area in
the ‘‘homogeneous’’ case; or the quadrants having densities
proportional to 1, 2, 2, and 3 in the ‘‘quadrants’’ case) than those
using the track positions directly (Fig. 1). When the track started in
the center of the study area the advantage of the Markov
methodology was substantial, with nearly an order of magnitude
less mean square error.

For the tracking data of the sperm whales off the Galapagos
Islands, the Markov estimates suggest higher density to the north
of the principal islands, compared with the track estimates that
highlight areas to the west of the islands. For logistic reasons, many
of the tracks started to the west of the islands, which explains the
bias in the track estimates. The estimates of the proportion of the
population using each depth category are shown in Figure 3. The
Markov analysis indicates a greater preference for the deepest
waters, and avoidance of the shallowest, compared with the simple
track estimates. Tracks were preferentially initiated in shallow
waters, explaining this bias.

Discussion

For the Markov method to produce useful estimates of density
there need to be reasonable numbers of transitions between the
cells. This usually requires considerable tracking data, and might
be viewed as a drawback of the method. However, it reflects a
general issue: obtaining reasonably accurate estimates of the
relative densities of animals over any habitat by sampling needs
large sample sizes whatever the method. The Markov method is
imprecise with few data, but so will be any other method, and
large numbers of tracking locations may only represent a small
amount of independent data if the locations have considerable
autocorrelation.

An important assumption of the method is that the tracked
animals are a random subset of the population in the manner by
which they move through the habitat. If they are not, then the
Markov method may not produce useful results. For instance if
members of the population have individual home ranges within
the study area, and tracks are only commenced in one part of the
study area, then densities away from the locations where tracks
commenced will be considerably underestimated.

We further assume (assumption 2) that movements must form a
first-order, time-homogeneous Markov chain. Therefore, if there is
second or higher order dependence, the method will be biased.
For instance we found that in our simulations, using small step-
lengths (considerably less than the size of the cells) removed the
advantages of the Markov method, as now there was second-order
Markov dependency: agents would tend to move back and forth
between adjacent cells if step lengths were small relative to cell
size. There are several possible tests for second-order dependence
[7]. However, a simple approach that should detect the most likely
violations of second-order independence in tracking data is to
compare the number of triplets of consecutive locations in which
the first cell is the same as the third (e.g. jij),

P
nj:j , the ‘‘returning

triplets’’, with the expected number:

P
nj:j~

P
i

P
j

nji:
nij

.P
j nij

The observed and expected numbers of returning triplets can be
compared using a likelihood-ratio G test or chi-squared test. When
we followed this procedure with the simulated data, the observed
and expected numbers of returning triplets were not significantly
different in any of the runs presented in Fig. 1. However when the
step size was reduced from 20 moves to 10, so that the step size
became considerably less than the cell size, these differences
became significant; the agents were preferentially returning to cells
from which they had just come. The same test found no significant
second-order dependence in the sperm whale data, either spatially
(actual returning triplets = 99; expected = 106.2; G = 0.79 with
1 df; P = 0.3739) or with depth (actual returning triplets = 124;
expected = 109.4; G = 3.06 with 1 df; P = 0.0801).

We have presented the densities as uniform over the cells in
Figs 1–3. However, this will rarely be the case. Densities can be
interpolated between cells.

Estimates of any measure have little validity without an estimate
of precision. We suggest using bootstrap or jackknife [8] methods
to estimate variability in tracking-derived density estimates,
bootstrapping or jackknifing on the different tracks. We show
nonparametric bootstrap estimates of error in the depth distribu-
tion of the sperm whale groups in Fig. 3.

Finally, an unstated assumption is that the tracking data are
accurate. Small errors in positions, for instance those caused by
interpolating between irregularly-collected locations to obtain
steps of uniform duration, will likely have little effect on density
estimates especially with large data sets. However, large errors,

Figure 2. Estimating spatial sperm whale distributions. Distribution of groups of sperm whales off the Galapagos Islands (1uS - 1uN; 90u 309W -
92u 309W, so the cells are 44.5 km square) from tracking data (shown at left, with water depths); estimated densities from summing tracking positions
(‘‘Track density’’) and the Markov technique (‘‘Markov density’’). Only waters greater than 1,000 m deep were considered. Islands are shown in white,
and waters less than 1,000 m deep in grey. The density plots use the same normalized color scale ranging from dark blue (near zero) to turquoise
(medium) to dark red (maximum).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0060901.g002

Inferring Animal Densities from Tracking Data

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org 3 April 2013 | Volume 8 | Issue 4 | e60901
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Hard cut-offs?

• use all locations to define presence/absence

• Build spatial-temporal, not environmentally 
driven model

• phenology of long-distance migrants

• winter areas, if adequate sampling available 
(likely from satellite/geolocators, not 
summer GPS)
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How after all?

• Whitehead & Jonsen 2013 
(STAL, cetaceans)

• other spp: boundary = ?

• replace “colony effect”

• improve “colony effect”

• regression survey~track

• isolated areas (Pribs)

• use hard cut-offs

• calibrate survey (vessel 
attraction)

• bayesian model

Ideas  to discuss
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Promising

• well mixed species:

- cetaceans (within stocks) 

- short-tailed albatross

- stack all colonies (LAAL, BFAL)

- non-breeding seabirds?

• complement select locations (boundaries = ?)



Where it doesn’t work

• most seabird and seal species during 
breeding season?

• not representatively sampled

• many colonies, sampled on land

• Aleutian seabirds, gulls, WHAU



Summary

• Survey and tracking data complement each 
other

• Merging them is not straightforward and 
may only happen in special cases
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Future

• snoop on every 
individual

• fly drones

NSA CIA

What is sound investment?


